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Abstract. This paper proposes a model for quantifying and reasoning about trust in IT equipment.
Trust is considered to be a subjective belief, and the model consists of a belief model and set of operators
for combining beliefs. Security evaluation is being discussed as a method for determining trust. Trust
may also be based on other types of evidence such as for example ISO 9000 certi�cation, and the model
can be used to quantify and compare the contribution to the total trust each type of evidence provides.

1 Introduction

Security evaluation is an example of a well established method for determining trust in implemented system
components. The method is based on a set of evaluation criteria like e.g. TCSEC [USD85], ITSEC [EC92],
CC [ISO98] or similar, and accredited evaluation laboratories which perform the evaluation under supervision
of a national authority. A successful evaluation leads to the determination of an assurance level which shall
reect to which degree the TOE or system component can be trusted.

As mentioned in [JVLKV97], evaluation assurance does not represent the users own trust in the actual
system component, but rather a recommendation from a supposedly trusted authority. In addition, the
evaluation assurance is only one of several factors supporting the user's own trust in the product.

The traditional IT security evaluation has been regarded as an activity exclusive for the higher end of
the assurance scale, and always performed by some external body, guaranteeing the potential user an impar-
tial assessment of the correctness and e�ectiveness of the security measures taken during the development
of the system, and the strength and suitability of the security services implemented in the system itself.
The traditional security evaluation e�ort has, quite justi�ably, been regarded as costly and extremely time
consuming - the evaluation e�ort in the majority of cases demanding as many resources as the development
itself. Government driven evaluation schemes traditionally encompass four roles, being accreditor, certi�er,
evaluator and sponsor (usually the developer).

The accreditor is a government body that accredits the certi�er, the evaluator, and also, in some cases,
evaluated IT systems. The discrimination of an IT system and an IT product is that for the system, all
operational parameters are known, and taken into consideration during an evaluation, while for the IT
product, the operational parameters encountered during its future use can only be assumed. The accreditation
of the certi�er is done based on the documented competence level, skill and resources the certi�er possesses
for the purpose of overseeing the IT security evaluations performed by the evaluators, and the issuing of
appropriate security certi�cates based on the evaluation results.

The certi�er is also a government body issuing security certi�cates based on the evaluation reports from
the evaluators. The certi�cate will contain a description of the security functionality of the IT product of
system in question, and give an assurance rating for the same. Both the functionality and assurance will be
characterised by terms used in the security evaluation criteria on which this evaluation scheme rests.

In the traditional scheme, the evaluator is yet another government body or agency, working independently
of, but in close cooperation with both the developers and the certi�er. The evaluator is accredited by the
accreditor, and the quality of the evaluator's e�ort will be supervised by the certi�er. The evaluator works
with the IT products and systems put up for evaluation by the sponsors, taking into consideration both the
Target of Evaluation (TOE) itself, its documentation, and for the IT product case, assumptions of it's future
operational environment. The evaluation methods used will vary with the assurance level aimed at, from
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simple checks to sophisticated independent tests of the implementations. The checks are performed against
the standard set of evaluation criteria used for the scheme, but the detailed evaluation methods are not in
any way standardised. The overall quality of the evaluation methods, and the competence with which they
are applied, will, however, undoubtedly inuence the end results, and should ideally be standardised, or as
a minimum, be brought to the certi�ers knowledge through the evaluation report.

The evaluation sponsors are the parties interested in having the TOE evaluated. A manufacturer's moti-
vation would be to obtain a security certi�cate, helpful for marketing purposes, and in some circumstances
demanded by his customers, typically for a delivery under a government type of contract. Another sponsor
role will be played by the end users of IT products or systems for security critical applications - they would
become evaluation sponsors because they can not rely on their own expertise when it comes to assessing the
IT security functionality and judge if the assurance components implemented in the product are adequate
for its intended use. In the existing transition period, where many IT products and systems exist which claim
to have adequate security, without having a certi�cate to support the validity of the claims, the end user
will have to sponsor the majority of evaluations, especially for IT systems.

In a commercially based IT security evaluation scheme, the evaluators will be entrepreneurs performing IT
security evaluation on a commercial contract basis, and there will be competition between di�erent evaluators.
To retain a certain trust for the end user in such a scheme, beyond the possibilities created by the commercial
contracts themselves, the accreditation and certi�cation authority roles need to be maintained, and possibly
strengthened. The common basis for the evaluations performed will be the evaluation criteria on which the
scheme is based, but the evaluation methods will probably become the most important competitive factor
decisive of success or failure of an evaluator in the commercial IT security evaluation market, and as such,
not publicly known. This places a signi�cant responsibility on the accreditation and certi�cation bodies,
both with respect to their professional integrity as such, and their ability to convince the end user society
that their integrity and competence in this area are unquestionable.

In this paper, we propose a formalmodel for reasoning about trust and security evaluation. Our approach
is based on subjective logic[J�s97] which consists of the opinion model for representing beliefs and a set of
operators for combining opinions. We show that trust can be represented as an opinion so that situations
involving trust and trust relationships can be modelled with subjective logic.

2 The Opinion Model

The evidence space and opinion space are two equivalent models for representing human beliefs, and we will
in Sec.5 show how they can be used to represent trust mathematically.

2.1 The Evidence Space

The mathematical analysis leading to the expression for posteriori probability estimates of binary events can
be found in many text books on probability theory, e.g. [CB90] p.298, and we will only present the results
here.

It can be shown that posteriori probabilities of binary events can be represented by the beta distribution
function. The beta-family of distributions is a continuous family of functions indexed by the two parameters
� and �. The beta(�; �) distribution can be expressed using the gamma function � as:

f(� j�; �) =
� (�+ �)

� (�)� (�)
���1(1� �)��1 ; 0 � � � 1; � > 0; � > 0 (1)

with the restriction that � 6= 0 if � < 1, and � 6= 1 if � < 1.
We will in the following only consider the subclass of beta distributions which we will call probability

certainty density functions or pcdf for short. We will denote by � the set of pcdfs. In our notation, pcdfs will
be characterised by the parameters fr; sg instead of f�; �g through the following correspondence:

� = r + 1; r � 0 and
� = s + 1; s � 0:

(2)



Let ' be a pcdf over the probability variable �. In our notation ' can then be characterised by r and s
according to:

'(� j r; s) =
� (r + s + 2)

� (r + 1)� (s+ 1)
�r(1� �)s ; 0 � � � 1; r � 0; s � 0 (3)

As an example, assume that an entity has produced r = 8 positive and s = 1 negative events. The pcdf
expressed as '(� j 8; 1) is plotted in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Posteriori pcdf after 8 positive and 1 negative results

The curve plotted in Fig.1 must not be confused with an ordinary probability density function. A pcdf
represents the certainty density regarding the expected probability of a binary event, and not the distribution
of probabilities. This is explained in more detail in [J�s97].

2.2 The Opinion Space

For the purpose of believing a binary proposition such as for example: \The system will resist malicious

attacks", we assume that the proposition will either be true or false, and not something in between. However,
because of our imperfect knowledge, it is impossible to know with certainty whether it is true or false, so that
we can only have an opinion about it, which translates into degrees of belief or disbelief as well as uncertainty
which �lls the void in the absence of both belief and disbelief. This can be mathematically expressed as:

b+ d+ u = 1; fb; d; ug 2 [0; 1]3 (4)

where b, d and u designate belief, disbelief and uncertainty respectively. Eq.(4) de�nes the triangle of
Fig.2, and an opinion can be uniquely described as a point fb; d; ug in the triangle. As an example, the
opinion ! = f0:8; 0:1;0:1gwhich corresponds the the pcdf of Fig.1 is represented as a point in the �gure. We
will denote by 
 the set of opinions de�ned in this way.
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Fig. 2. Opinion Triangle

The horizontal bottom line between belief and disbelief in Fig.2 represents situations without uncertainty
and is equivalent to a traditional binary probability model. The degree of uncertainty can be interpreted



as the lack of evidence to support either belief or disbelief. In order to illustrate the interpretation of the
uncertainty component we will use the following example, which is cited from [Ell61].

Let us suppose that you confront two urns containing red and black balls, from one of which a ball will
be drawn at random. To \bet on RedI" will mean that you choose to draw from Urn I; and that you will
receive a prize a (say $100) if you draw a red ball and a smaller amount b (say $0) if you draw a black. You
have the following information: Urn I contains 100 red and black balls, but in ratio entirely unknown to you;
there may be from 0 to 100 red balls. In Urn II, you con�rm that there are exactly 50 red and 50 black balls.

For Urn II, most people would agree that the probability of drawing a red ball is 0.5, because the chances
of winning or loosing a bet on RedII are equal. For Urn I however, it is not obvious. If however one was forced
to make a bet on RedI, most people would agree that the chances also are equal, so that the probability of
drawing a red ball also in this case must be 0.5.

This example illustrates extreme cases of probability, one which is totally certain, and the other which is
totally uncertain, but interestingly they are both 0.5. In real situations, a probability estimate can never be
absolutely certain, and a single valued probability estimate is always inadequate for expressing an observer's
subjective belief regarding a real situation. By using opinions the degree of (un)certainty can easily be
expressed such that the opinions about RedI and RedII become !I = f0; 0; 1g and !II = f0:5; 0:5; 0:0g
respectively.

2.3 Equivalence between the Opinion Space and the Evidence Space

We have de�ned � to be the class of pcdfs, and 
 to be the class of opinions. Let !p = fbp; dp; upg be an
agent's opinion about a binary event p, and let '(rp; sp) be the same agent's pcdf regarding p expressed as
a pcdf. We now de�ne !p as a function of '(rp; sp) according to:8><>:

bp =
rp

rp+sp+1

dp =
sp

rp+sp+1

up =
1

rp+sp+1

(5)

We see for example that the uniform'(0; 0) corresponds to ! = f0; 0; 1gwhich expresses total uncertainty,
that '(1; 0) or the absolute probability corresponds to ! = f1; 0; 0gwhich expresses absolute belief, and that
'(0;1) or the zero probability corresponds to ! = f0; 1; 0g which expresses absolute disbelief. By de�ning
! as a function of ' according to (5), the interpretation of ! corresponds exactly to the interpretation of '.

Strictly speaking, opinions without uncertainty, such as for example ! = f0:5; 0:5; 0g, do not have a
clear equivalent representation as pcdf because the fr; sg parameters would explode. In order to avoid this
problem, we can de�ne 
0 to be the class of opinions with non-zero uncertainty, that is with u 6= 0.

Eq.(5) de�nes a bijective mapping between the evidence space and the opinion space so that any pcdf
has an equivalent mathematical and interpretative representation as an opinion and vice versa, making it
possible to produce opinions based on statistical evidence.

3 Subjective Logic

Standard propositional logic operates on binary variables that can take the discrete values of TRUE or
FALSE. Subjective logic which we will present in this section operates on opinions as described in Sec.2.2,
or equivalently on evidence based pcdfs as de�ned in Sec.2.1.

Opinions, as well as pcdfs, are considered individual, and will therefore have an ownership assigned
whenever relevant. In our notation, superscripts indicate ownership, and subscripts indicate the proposition
to which the opinion apply. For example !Ap is an opinion held by agent A about the truth of proposition p.

Subjective logic contains about 10 operators[J�s97], but only the subset consisting of conjunction, inde-
pendent consensus, dependent consensus, partly dependent consensus and recommendation will be described
here.



3.1 Conjunction

A conjunction of two opinions about propositions consists of determining from the two opinions a new
opinion reecting the conjunctive truth of both propositions. This corresponds to the logical binary \AND"
operation in standard logic.

De�nition 1. Let !p = fbp; dp; upg and !q = fbq; dq; uqg be an agent's opinions about two distinct proposi-

tions p and q. Let !p^q = fbp^q; dp^q; up^qg be the opinion such that

1: bp^q = bpbq
2: dp^q = dp + dq � dpdq
3: up^q = bpuq + upbq + upuq

Then !p^q is called the conjunction of !p and !q , representing the agents opinion about both p and q being

true. By using the symbol \^" to designate this operation, we get !p^q = !p ^ !q. 2

As would be expected, conjunction of opinions is both commutative and associative. It must be assumed
that the opinion arguments in a conjunction are independent. This means for example that the conjunction
of an opinion with itself will be meaningless, because the conjunction rule will see them as if they were
opinions about distinct propositions.

When applied to opinions with absolute belief or disbelief, it produces the same results as the conjunction
rule in standard logic, that is; it produces the truth table of logical \AND". In addition, when applied to
opinions with zero uncertainty, it produces the same results as serial multiplication of probabilities.

3.2 Consensus between Independent Opinions

Assume two agents A and B having observed an entity produce a binary event over two di�erent periods
respectively, with A having observed rA positive and sA negative events, and B having observed rB positive
and sB negative events. According to Eq.(3), their respective pcdfs are then '(rA; sA) and '(rB ; sB). Imagine
now that they combine their observations to form a better estimate of the event's probability. This is
equivalent to an imaginary agent [A;B] having made all the observations and who therefore can form the
pcdf de�ned by '(rA + rB; sA + sB).

De�nition 2. Let '(rAp ; s
A
p ) and '(rBp ; s

B
p ) be two pcdfs respectively held by the agents A and B regarding

the truth of a proposition p. The pcdf '(rA;Bp ; sA;Bp ) de�ned by

1: rA;Bp = rAp + rBp
2: sA;Bp = sAp + sBp

is then called the consensus rule for combining A's and B's estimates, as if it was an estimate held by

an imaginary agent [A;B]. By using the symbol � to designate this operation, we get '(rA;Bp ; sA;Bp ) =

'(rAp ; s
A
p ) � '(rBp ; s

B
p ). 2

The equivalent operator for opinions is easily obtained by using Def.2 above and the evidence-opinion
mapping of Eq.(5).

Theorem 1. Let !Ap = fbAp ; d
A
p ; u

A
p g and !Bp = fbBp ; d

B
p ; u

B
p g be opinions respectively held by agents A and

B about the same proposition p. Let !A;Bp = fbA;Bp ; dA;Bp ; uA;Bp g be the opinion such that

1: bA;Bp = (bAp u
B
p + bBp u

A
p )=�

2: dA;Bp = (dAp u
B
p + dBp u

A
p )=�

3: uA;Bp = (uAp u
B
p )=�

where � = uAp + uBp � uAp u
B
p such that � 6= 0. Then !A;Bp is called the Bayesian consensus between !Ap and

!Bp , representing an imaginary agent [A;B]'s opinion about p, as if she represented both A and B. By using

the symbol � to designate this operation, we get !A;Bp = !Ap � !Bp . 2



It is easy to prove that � is both commutative and associative which means that the order in which
opinions are combined has no importance. Opinion independence is must be assumed, which obviously
translates into not allowing an entity's opinion to be counted more than once

Two opinions which both contain zero uncertainty can not be combined according to Th.1. This can be
explained by interpreting uncertainty as room for inuence, meaning that it is only possible to inuence an
opinion which has not yet been committed to belief or disbelief. A situation with conicting certain opinions
is philosophically meaningless, primarily because opinions about real situations can never be absolutely
certain, and secondly, because if they were they would necessarily be equal.

3.3 Consensus between Dependent Opinions

Assume two agents A and B having simultaneously observed an entity produce a binary event a certain num-
ber of times. Because their observations are identical, their respective opinions will necessarily be dependent,
and a consensus according to Def.2 would be meaningless.

We will de�ne a consensus rule for dependent pcdfs based on the average of recorded positive and negative
observations. If their respective dependent pcdfs are '(rA; sA) and '(rB ; sB), we will let the consensus
estimate be de�ned by the pcdf '((rA + rB)=2; (sA + sB)=2). When the consensus between n dependent
opinion is to be computed, the general expression can be de�ned as follows:

De�nition 3. Let '(rAip ; sAip ), where i 2 f1; ::; ng, be n dependent pcdfs respectively held by the agents

A1; ::; An regarding the truth of proposition p. The pcdf '(rA1;::;An
p ; sA1;::;An

p ) de�ned by

1: rA1;::;An
p =

P
n

i=1
r
Ai
p

n

2: sA1;::;An
p =

P
n

i=1
s
Ai
p

n

is then called the consensus rule for combining dependent pcdfs. By using the symbol � to designate this

operation, we get '(rA1;::;An
p ; sA1;::;An

p ) = '(rA1

p ; sA1

p )� ::: �'(rAnp ; sAnp ). 2

The consensus rule for combining dependent opinions is obtained by using Def.3 and the evidence-opinion
mapping of Eq.(5).

Theorem 2. Let !Aip = fbAip ; dAip ; uAip g where i 2 f1; ::; ng, be n dependent opinions respectively held by

agents A1; ::; An about the same proposition p. Let !A1;::;An
p = fbA1;::;An

p ; dA1;::;An
p ; uA1;::;An

p g be the opinion

such that

1: bA1;::;An
p =

P
n

i=1
(b
Ai
p =u

Ai
p )P

n

i=1
(b
Ai
p =u

Ai
p )+
P

n

i=1
(d
Ai
p =u

Ai
p )+n

2: dA1;::;An
p =

P
n

i=1
(d
Ai
p =u

Ai
p )P

n

i=1
(b
Ai
p =u

Ai
p )+
P

n

i=1
(d
Ai
p =u

Ai
p )+n

3: uA1;::;An
p = nP

n

i=1
(b
Ai
p =u

Ai
p )+
P

n

i=1
(d
Ai
p =u

Ai
p )+n

Then !A1;::;An
p is called the dependent consensus between all the !Aip . By using the symbol � to designate

this operation, we get !A1;::;An
p = !A1

p � ::: �!Anp .

It is easy to prove that � is both commutative and associative which means that the order in which
opinions are combined has no importance. Opinions without uncertainty can not be combined according to
Th.2 for the same reason as for consensus between independent opinions.



3.4 Consensus between Partially Dependent Opinions

If two agents A and B have observed the same events during two partially overlapping periods, their respec-
tive pcdfs will be partially dependent. A situation where the pcdfs are based on partly dependent observations

is illustrated in Fig.3. In the �gure, 'Ai(B)
p and '

Bi(A)
p represent the independent parts of A and B's pcdfs,

whereas 'Ad(B)
p and '

Bd(A)
p represent their dependent parts. On the condition that the fraction of simulta-

neously observed events is known, it is possible to isolate the dependent and the independent parts of their
observations and thereby also of their pcdfs. The dependent estimates can then be combined according to the
dependent consensus rule, and this outcome can be further combined with the remaining two independent
estimates according to the independent consensus rule.

pϕ

   ’s observations

   ’s observations

A

B

ϕ
pϕ

pϕ
A  (B) B  (A)i ip

dB  (A)

dA  (B)

Fig. 3. Pcdfs based on partly overlapping observations

Let 'Ap 's fraction of dependence with 'Bp and vice versa be represented by the dependence factors ABp

and BA
p . The dependent and independent pcdfs can then be de�ned as a function of the dependence factors.

1: '
Ai(B)
p :

(
r
Ai(B)
p = rAp (1� ABp )

s
Ai(B)
p = sAp (1� ABp )

3: '
Bi(A)
p :

(
r
Bi(A)
p = rBp (1� BA

p )

s
Bi(A)
p = sBp (1� BA

p )

2: '
Ad(B)
p :

(
r
Ad(B)
p = rAp 

AB
p

s
Ad(B)
p = sAp 

AB
p

4: '
Bd(A)
p :

(
r
Bd(A)
p = rBp 

BA
p

s
Bd(A)
p = sBp 

BA
p

(6)

We will use the symbol e� to designate consensus between partially dependent pcdfs. As before � is the
operator for entirely dependent pcdfs. The consensus of A and B's pcdfs can then be written as:

'Ap e�'Bp = 'gA;Bp

= '
Ad(B);Bd(A);Ai(B);Bi(A)
p

= ('
Ad(B)
p �'

Bd(A)
p ) � '

Ai(B)
p � '

Bi(A)
p

(7)

The equivalent representation of dependent and independent opinions can be obtained by using Eq.(6)
and the evidence-opinion mapping Eq.(5). The reciprocal dependence factors are as before denoted by AB

and BA.



1: !
Ai(B)
p :

8><>:
b
Ai(B)
p = bAp �

AB
p

d
Ai(B)
p = dAp �

AB
p

u
Ai(B)
p = uAp �

AB
p =(1� ABp )

where �ABp =
1�ABp

(1�ABp )(bAp +d
A
p )+u

A
p

2: !
Ad(B)
p :

8><>:
b
Ad(B)
p = bAp �

AB
p

d
Ad(B)
p = dAp �

AB
p

u
Ad(B)
p = uAp �

AB
p =ABp

where �ABp =
ABp

ABp (bAp +d
A
p )+u

A
p

3: !
Bi(A)
p :

8><>:
b
Bi(A)
p = bBp �

BA
p

d
Bi(A)
p = dBp �

BA
p

u
Bi(A)
p = uBp �

BA
p =(1� BA

p )

where �BA
p =

1�BAp
(1�BAp )(bBp +d

B
p )+uBp

4: !
Bd(A)
p :

8><>:
b
Bd(A)
p = bBp �

BA
p

d
Bd(A)
p = dBp �

BA
p

u
Bd(A)
p = uBp �

BA
p =BA

p

where �BA
p =

BAp
BAp (bBp +d

B
p )+u

B
p

(8)

We will use the symbol e� to designate consensus between partially dependent opinions. As before � is
the operator for entirely dependent opinions. The consensus of A and B's opinions can then be written as:

!Ap e�!Bp = !gA;Bp

= !
Ad(B);Bd(A);Ai(B);Bi(A)
p

= (!
Ad(B)
p �!

Bd(A)
p ) � !

Ai(B)
p � !

Bi(A)
p

(9)

It is easy to prove that for any opinion !Ap with a dependence factor ABp to any other opinion !Bp the
following equality holds:

!Ap = !Ai(B)
p � !Ad(B)

p (10)

3.5 Recommendation

Assume two agents A and B where A has an opinion about B, and B has an opinion about a proposition p.
A recommendation of these two opinions consists of combining A's opinion about B with B's opinion about
p in order for A to get an opinion about p.

There is no such thing as physical recommendation, and recommendation of opinions therefore lends itself
to di�erent interpretations. The main di�culty lies with describing the e�ect of A disbelieving that B will
give a good advice. For the de�nition of the recommendation operator, A's disbelief in the recommending
agent B means that A thinks that B is uncertain about the truth value of p. As a result A is also uncertain
about the truth value of p.

De�nition 4. Let A, B and be two agents where !AB = fbAB; d
A
B; u

A
Bg is A's opinion about B's recom-

mendations, and let p be a proposition where !Bp = fbBp ; d
B
p ; u

B
p g is B's opinion about p expressed in a

recommendation to A. Let !ABp = fbABp ; dABp ; uABp g be the opinion such that

1: bABp = bABb
B
p ;

2: dABp = bABd
B
p

3: uABp = dAB + uAB + bABu
B
p

then !ABp is called the recommendation rule for combining !AB and !Bp expressing A's opinion about p as

a result of the recommendation from B. By using the symbol 
 to designate this operation, we get !ABp =

!AB 
 !Bp . 2



It is easy to prove that 
 is associative but not commutative. This means that the combination of opinions
can start in either end of the chain, and that the order in which opinions are combined is signi�cant. In a
chain with more than one recommending entity, opinion independence must be assumed, which for example
translates into not allowing the same entity to appear more than once in a chain.

B's recommendation must be interpreted as what B actually recommends to A, and not necessarily as
B's real opinion. It is obvious that these can be totally di�erent if B for example defects.

It is important to notice that the recommendation rule can only be justi�ed when it can be assumed that
recommendation is transitive. More precisely it must be assumed that the agents in the chain do not change
their behaviour (i.e. what they recommend) as a function of which entities they interact with. However, as
pointed out in [J�s96] and [BFL96] this can not always be assumed, because defection can be motivated for
example by antagonism between certain agents. The recommendation rule must therefore be used with care,
and can only be applied in environments where behaviour invariance can be assumed.

4 How to Determine Opinions

The major di�culty with applying subjective logic is to �nd a way to consistently determine opinions to
be used as input parameters. People may �nd the opinion model unfamiliar, and di�erent individuals may
produce conicting opinions when faced with the same evidence.

For basing opinions on statistical evidence, Sec.2.1 described how it is possible to de�ne formal rules
for determining opinions. If on the other hand the evidence can only be analysed intuitively, guidelines for
determining opinions may be useful. In this section we will attempt to formulate a questionnaire for guiding
people in expressing their beliefs as opinions. The idea behind the questionnaire is to let the observer consider
each component of her opinion separately.

An opinion is always about a binary proposition, so the �rst task when trying to determine an opinion
intuitively is to express the proposition clearly. The subject should be informed that it is assumed that
nobody can be absolutely sure about anything, so that opinions with u = 0 should never be speci�ed. The
questionnaire below will help observers isolate the components of their opinions in the form of belief, disbelief
and uncertainty.

Questionnaire for Determining Intuitive Opinions.

1. Is the proposition clearly expressed?

Yes: ! (2)
No: Do it, and start again. ! (1)

2. Is there any evidence, or do you have an intuitive feeling in favour of or against the proposition?

Yes: ! (3)
No: You are totally uncertain. b := 0, d := 0, u := 1. ! (7)

3. How conclusive is this evidence or how strong is this feeling?

Give a value 0 � x < 1.
! (4)

4. How strong is the evidence or the intuitive feeling against the proposition?

Give a value 0 � y < 1.
! (5)

5. How strong is the evidence or the intuitive feeling in favour of the proposition? Give a value 0 � z � 1.
! (6)

6. Normalisation of results:

b := z
z+y+(1�x)

d := y
z+y+(1�x)

i := 1�x
z+y+(1�x)

! (7)
7. ! = fb; d; ug



5 Modelling Trust

Trust can be de�ned as a subjective belief. In particular, trust in a system is the belief that the system will
resist malicious attacks, and trust in a human agent is the belief that he will cooperate [J�s96].

An observer A who is assessing the security of particular system can form the proposition p: \The system
will resist malicious attacks." Now, her trust in the system will be her opinion about p, expressed as !Ap .

Let the same observer A consider her trust in a particular human agent. She must assume that the agent
will either cooperate or defect. She can form the proposition q: \The agent will cooperate." Her trust in the
agent can simply be expressed as !Aq , which is the belief that he will cooperate.

In a similar way, trust in the authenticity of a cryptographic key can be expressed by de�ning r: \The
key is authentic." and express the opinion !Ar .

These simple examples demonstrate that trust easily can be expressed as an opinion. The whole framework
for subjective logic described above can therefore also be used for reasoning about trust. In the following,
we will demonstrate how subjective logic can be applied to modelling trust in systems.

5.1 Modelling the Evaluation Scheme

In this section we will attempt to analyse trust resutling from a traditional security evaluation scheme as
described in Sec.1. For this analysis, we will distinguish between the establishment of the trust relationships,
and their subsequent role during security evaluations.

The Set-Up Phase. An authority assigns the role of accreditor to a suitable organisation which is assumed
to be trustworthy by all future participants in the scheme.

Organisations which want to be certi�ers can apply to the accreditor and provide evidence to prove that
they ful�l the necessary requirements. If the accreditor is satis�ed it will grant a licence to the new certi�er.
This fact becomes evidence for everyone interested in order to trust the new certi�er, as illustrated in Figure
4.a. A similar process takes place for establishing trust in evaluators, as illustrated in Figure 4.b.

1
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a) Establishing trust:  user          certifier b) Establishing trust:  certifier          evaluator

Fig. 4. Set-up of security evaluation scheme

The accreditor is only checking that the applicant is ful�lling a set of requirements, and strictly speaking
does not need to trust the certi�er or the evaluator. However, we �nd that individual human members of
the accrediting organisation should actually trust an applicant before granting a licence. The licensing can
therefore be seen as a recommendation to the public to trust the services provided by the certi�er and the
evaluator.

The Evaluation Phase. The developer provides evidence to the evaluator who checks that the set of
criteria are ful�lled. Note that the evaluator does not need to trust the actual system. It is for example
possible that individual employees of the evaluation laboratory �nd the speci�ed criteria insu�cient to cover
the security well, but nevertheless can testify that the actual criteria are met. Based on the evaluation report,



the certi�er decides whether or not a certi�cate of evaluation shall be issued. Note that here too, the certi�er
does not technically need to trust the system, but simply certi�es that the evaluation has been performed
correctly and that the issued certi�cate is consistent with the �ndings of the evaluation. The certi�cate is
not a recommendation to trust the system, but only certi�es that the system has been checked against a set
of criteria. The user must therefore consider to which degree the certi�cate will make her trust the system.
This chained process is illustrated in Figure 5.

Legend:
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Fig. 5. Evaluation and certi�cation

A certi�cate indicating a security evaluation assurance level can not be directly translated into trust.
The establishment of the user's trust in the system includes considering the appropriateness of the criteria
themselves, and the quality of the evaluation scheme. Very few users will have the necessary expertise to
consider these issues, and therefore have to simply accept them as recommendations. This illustrates that
we live in a second-hand world, and very rarely are able to get �rst-hand evidence about any product or
relationship with more than basic complexity.

Formal Model. We will apply subjective logic to model the evaluation scheme described above. Subjective
logic works on opinions about propositions about the real world, so the �rst task when applying the logic is
to de�ne a suitable set of propositions which reect the user`s point of view.

a: \The system will be su�ciently resistant against malicious attacks."
b: \A correctly evaluated and certi�ed system will be su�ciently resistant against malicious attacks."
c: \The system is correctly evaluated and certi�ed."
d: \The certi�er will only certify systems which have been correctly evaluated."
e: \The system is certi�ed."
f : \The accreditor will only license certi�ers which satisfy d."
g: \The certi�er has a license."

Let A be the user. Her trust in the system can be expressed as a function of her opinions about the
propositions above.

!Aa = !Ab ^ !Ac

!Ac = !Ad ^ !Ae
!Ad = !Af ^ !Ag

!Aa = !Ab ^ !Ae ^ !Af ^ !Ag

The propositions e and g will normally be non-controversial, and the corresponding opinions can thereby be
omitted in the calculation, so that we get:

!Aa = !Ab ^ !Af (11)

which in plain language translates into: \User A trusts the system to the degree that she believes that a

correctly evaluated system will resist malicious attacks, and that she believes that the accreditor will only

licence certi�ers which truly only certify correctly evaluated systems."
The analysis has shown that the user's trust in the system depends on her trust in the appropriateness of

the criteria themselves, and her trust in the evaluation scheme in general, here represented by the accreditor
which is its highest authority.



Numerical Example. Assume the opinions about the propositions b and f above have been determined
on an intuitive basis. Let for example

!Ab = f0:80; 0:10; 0:10g
!Af = f0:99; 0:00; 0:01g

The trust in an evaluated and certi�ed system then becomes:

!Ab^f = !Ab ^ !Af
= f0:792; 0:100; 0:108g

5.2 Modelling the Context

As pointed out in [JVLKV97] the user's total trust in a system will always be based on evidence from
di�erent sources of which security evaluation is only one. Some of the possible sources are are illustrated in
Fig.6 and briey described below.
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user system

Fig. 6. Sources of trust in systems

1. Security evaluation. Trust resulting from security evaluation was analysed on the previous section,
but each individual user will have to determine this trust, or the underlying opinions, on an intuitive
basis. This trust will to a large extent be incorporated in, and thereby dependent on, the trust resulting
from the system reputation which will be described next.

2. System reputation. This trust can be based on advice from IT consultants or positive critics e.g. from
technical journals, and must be determined on an intuitive basis by the user. If the system has been
evaluated, the system reputation will be partly dependent on the evaluation itself.

3. Security incidents. Security incidents will be considered to only create distrust. It can be determined
on a statistical basis, and will be independent of all the other types of evidence.

4. Security advisory reports. As for incidents, advisory reports can only create distrust as long as the
reported problem has not been �xed. After the problem has been �xed, this opinion should be neutral
(uncertain) as long as the number of reported problems is not very high indicating that the system
quality in general is low. Each user must determine the trust resulting from this type of evidence on an
intuitive basis, and this trust component can be considered independent from the others.

5. ISO 9000 certi�cation. Users will trust to a varying degree systems which have been developed and
manufactured by ISO 9000 certi�ed companies. Each user must determine this trust component on an
intuitive basis. This component can be considered incorporated in, and therefore dependent on, the trust
resulting from the developer reputation.

6. Developer reputation. This trust is based on what the user has been told or has read in the press
about other products produced by the same developer, and about the developer itself. Each user must
determine this trust component on an intuitive basis. However, this component is likely to be partly
dependent on an eventual ISO 9000 certi�cation.

Faced with the above described types of evidence the user has to determine what she believes is the
level of security of the system. The consensus operator described in Sec.3 models this mental process. In the
following analysis, the user will be considered as consisting of di�erent personalities, each faced with one



type of evidence, and based on this, having a di�erent opinion about the system's security. Finally all the
opinions are combined using the consensus rule to obtain what is expected to be the user's real opinion.

Our goal is to analyse and determine the user`s opinion about the proposition a: \The system will be
su�ciently resistant against malicious attacks". Let the user be called A and the sub-personalities A1 ... A6

corresponding to each type of evidence described above. We then have

!
A

a = (!A1a e�!A2a ) � !
A3
a � !

A4
a � (!A5a e�!A6a )

= (!A1d(A2)a �!
A2d(A1)
a ) � !

A2 i(A1)
a � !

A3
a � !

A4
a � (!A5d(A6)a �!

A6d(A5)
a )� !

A6i(A5)
a

We have assumed that !A1

a is totally dependent on !A2

a , and that !A5

a is totally dependent on !A6

a .
However, the reciprocal factors of dependence A2A1 and A6A5 will not be absolute, as the system reputation
normally comes from more than the security evaluation, and the developer reputation results from many
sources, including e.g. ISO 9000 certi�cation.

Numerical Example. Let the trust resulting from security evaluation be called !A1

a . In Sec.5.1 it was
computed as:

!A1

a = f0:792; 0:100; 0:108g:

In addition, let for example:
!A2

a = f0:820; 0:100; 0:080g
!A3

a = f0:000; 0:000; 1:000g
!A4

a = f0:000; 0:000; 1:000g
!A5

a = f0:600; 0:100; 0:300g
!A6

a = f0:850; 0:050; 0:100g;

and let the dependence factors between security evaluation and system reputation be

A1A2 = 1:0; full dependence
A2A1 = 0:5; partial dependence
A5A6 = 1:0; full dependence
A6A5 = 0:5; partial dependence.

!A3

a and !A4

a can here be omitted in the calculations because the opinions are totally uncertain. Consensus
between the remaining opinions gives:

!A1

a
e�!A2

a = f0:825; 0:102; 0:073g
!A5

a
e�!A6

a = f0:827; 0:061; 0:112g

!Aa = (!A1

a
e�!A2

a )� (!A5

a
e�!A6

a )
= f0:864; 0:090; 0:046g:

In order to see the e�ect on the trust of for example a security incident, let !A3

a = f0:0; 0:9; 0:1g as a result
of a newly discovered security breach. We then get:

!Aa = (!A1

a
e�!A2

a )� !A3

a � (!A5

a
e�!A6

a )
= f0:825; 0:102; 0:073g � f0:000; 0:900; 0:100g � f0:827; 0:061; 0:112g
= f0:611; 0:357; 0:032g

which shows that the overall trust is clearly inuenced by the security incident.
In order to see the e�ect of security evaluation on the total trust, we will compute the overall trust

without !A1

a (and no security incident). In this case, that is with !A1

a = f0; 0; 1g, !A2

a would be reduced

according to its dependence with !A1

a . To �nd the new !A2

a , we have to solve for !
A2 i(A1)
a the equation:

!A2

a = !A2 i(A1)
a � !A2d(A1)

a

and set the !A2

a;new = !
A2i(A1)
a . This is easily done using Eq.(8), giving !A2

a;new = f0:759; 0:093; 0:148g. The
new overall trust becomes:

!Aa = !A2

a;new � (!A5

a
e�!A6

a )
= f0:759; 0:093; 0:148g � f0:827; 0:061; 0:112g
= f0:852; 0:080; 0:068g



which is only slightly worse than the trust including the contribution from security evaluation. This indicates
that trust resulting from security evaluation is not signi�cantly greater than trust resulting from other
sources. But of course, this all depends on the input values, and we invite the readers to try out trust values
which in their opinion are meaningful.

This example shows that subjective logic can be used to provide a metric for trusted systems. As would
be expected, security incidents can have a great impact in the overall trust, and trust resulting from security
evaluation alone is not signi�cantly more important than trust from other sources.

6 Conclusion

The presented model provides a metric and a method for reasoning about trust in the security of IT systems.
We believe that the presented model can be integrated in standardisation e�orts for security evaluation
criteria for IT systems. This will make it possible to see the total e�ect of the assurance from the di�erent
types of evidence.

The biggest problem for the model to be useful is to be able to consistently determine opinions to be
used as input. We have shown how opinions can be formally determined if the evidence can be analysed
statistically. For situations where the evidence can only be assessed intuitively, we have proposed a simple
questionnaire to be used as a guideline.
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